
NOTHING 
GETS PAST

Australia’s ONLY braided hose 
with a protective coating.
Aqua-Shield has a protective coating that acts as a barrier to protect the 
braid from corrosive agents in many household cleaning products. These 
corrosive agents can affect unprotected braid and cause failure that 
results in damage to cupboards, carpets, floors, walls and other  
structural parts of the home.

Available from all good plumbing supply outlets

The PROTECTIVE COATING 
provides added security 
against failures

BURST 
PRESSURE 

TESTED OVER

13,00013,000
kPakPa

AS/NZS 3499 WATERMARK
LICENSE NO. WMKA00105
One of Australia’s  
First WaterMark Licencees

ISO 9001:2015  
QUALITY  
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
One of the first companies to 
transition to the new requirements

COATING 
RESISTS 

CORROSION

BURST PRESSURE 
TESTED TO OVER 

13,000kPa

CLEAR AND 
SMOOTH 
COATING 

REDUCES 
LABOUR COSTS 
BY UP TO 80% 

or call 1300 304 088 aquaknect.com.au
Manufacturing hoses in Australia since 1986.

SHIELDQUA



�STANDARD LENGTHS: 150mm, 225mm, 300mm, 450mm

�STANDARD END FITTINGS: 1/2” hexagonal rubber cone,  
1/2” male BSP, M10 male (for mixer tails)

One of the main causes for hoses 
splitting is the build-up of corrosive 
agents in enclosed areas where 
cleaning products and stainless-
steel hoses share the same space. 
In these enclosed environments, 
like bathroom vanities or under 
the kitchen sink, these chemicals 
become active in the airspace and 
attack all metallic objects including 
the stainless-steel braid on the 
hoses.

Aqua-Shield has been designed 
with a special coating making 
the hose far more resistant to 
corrosion than any other water 

hose currently available. That 
means less worry for you. The easy 
to clean smooth surface prevents 
build up between braids and 
provides increased resistance to 
microbial growth. 

The smooth surface also makes 
Aqua-Shield ideal for medical 
and food service areas. The clear 
coating helps to prevent kinking 
and reduces labour costs by up 
to 80% compared to copper tube. 
There is no need to cut or use 
bending tools and only a spanner is 
needed for installation!

PRODUCT 
SPECIFICATIONS

BENEFITS

MIN 
STRAIGHT 
LENGTH 
AFTER 

FERRULE 
30MM

RADIUS

Z MINIMUM HOSE LENGTH 
 IF R=90º 170MM
 MINIMUM HOSE LENGTH 
 IF R = 180º 230MM

APPEARANCE:  
EPDM inner tube, over braided with  
stainless steel wire and clear outer cover.

FERRULE MATERIAL:  
Stainless Steel.

END FITTINGS MATERIAL:  
DR brass chrome plated.

PURPOSE:  
For the connection of appliances to water supply.

SUITABLE LIQUIDS:  
Domestic Cold and Hot Water.

RATED WORKING PRESSURE:  
3,450kPa

HOSE DIAMETER/S (NB):  
8mm

CERTIFICATE NUMBER:  
WMKA00105

or call 1300 304 088 
aquaknect.com.au
sales@aquaknect.com.au

Manufacturing hoses in Australia since 1986.

Australia’s ONLY 
braided hose with a 
protective coating.

AVAILABILITY

BURST PRESSURE 
TESTED OVER

13,00013,000
kPakPa

Available from all  
good plumbing supply outlets

SHIELDQUA


